23 December 2019

Notice to all Registered Participants in accordance with clause
383(3) of the Retail Market Procedures Western Australia (RMP WA)
This notice is to advise Participants on AEMO’s decision about amendments to the:
-

RMP WA

This notice advises Gas Market Registered Participants that consultation under the ordinary
Procedure change consultative process prescribed under clause 383 of RMP WA concluded on
9 December 2019 for:
-

IN006/18W (Make minor amendments to the following Explicit Informed Consent (EIC)
requirements: clauses 55A, 72 and 166A)

Prior to commencing the ordinary consultation process, AEMO published the Procedure
Change Request (PCR) on the AEMO website as described in clause 380(2) of the RMP WA. As
required under clause 381(2) the Gas Retail Consultative Forum (GRCF) were invited to examine
the PCR. AEMO received submissions from Alinta and AGL supporting the proposal. The
submissions did not propose further amendments.
As per clause 383(1) of the RMP WA, each participant, pipeline operator, prescribed person and
interested person was invited to submit written comments on the Impact and Implementation
Report (IIR) that provided details about the proposed change including a draft identifying the
amendments with marked up changes. Submissions closed on 9 December 2019. AEMO did not
receive any submissions.
Having considered feedback to the PCR consultation that supported the proposed
amendments to RMP WA and no further feedback to the IIR consultation, AEMO has decided
that an application for approval of the proposed amendments for IN006/18W will be made to
the Economic Regulation Authority (ERA).
AEMO intends to submit the amendments for IN006/18W to the ERA with multiple other
proposals and will provide further notification to participants about when the application for
approval will be submitted to the ERA in due course.
AEMO will publish the application for approval at the time it is actually submitted to the ERA.
Should you require any further information please contact Nandu Datar on (03) 9609 8851 or at
grcf@aemo.com.au.

